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Abstract—This paper reports on progress in the field of breast 
cancer detection research carried out at McGill University. A 
low-cost time-domain system operating in the ultra-wideband 
(UWB) frequency range has been developed and successfully 
employed for early detection of breast tumors. Highly realistic 
breast phantoms with irregular shape and different tissue 
contents have been constructed specifically for the purpose of 
tumor detection. A new transmitter system using specific UWB 
pulse shaping has been introduced leading to improved tumor 
detection performance. Latest results are shown and presented in 
comparison to prior experiments. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In 2011, an estimated 280,000 cases of breast cancer were 
diagnosed in the United States and Canada – with as many as 
45,000 cases leading to death. For women, breast cancer 
mortality rates are higher than for any other cancer, with the 
exception of lung cancer [1], [2].  

From these statistics, it is clear that it is of immediate and 
indisputable importance to find new methods for the early 
detection of breast cancer in order to provide treatment to 
patients as early as possible. This will not only reduce mortality 
and incidence rates, but also significantly ease the requirements 
on treatment and surgery, and the involved cost to the health 
care system. 

Current breast cancer screening methods include 
mammography, ultrasound techniques, and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). Mammography is the most common method 
currently being clinically employed and promoted as a regular 
screening method; however it suffers from a number of 
drawbacks: the patient's breast is required to undergo heavy 
compression in order to allow for the measurement, in addition 
it employs ionizing radiation and suffers from high false-
positive and false-negative rates, which is not only very 
unpleasant for patients mentally and physically, but also 
represents a significant additional financial burden to health 
care systems, as it necessitates costly follow-up biopsies. 
Regarding alternate methods, ultrasound exams struggle with 
the distinction between malign and benign tumors, and MRI 
scans are highly expensive and complex. 

Recent research suggests the use of microwaves for breast 
tumor detection, in particular the ultra-wideband (UWB) 

frequency region, offering a promising trade-off between 
imaging resolution and tissue penetration depth. The technique 
is based on the significant dielectric contrast between normal 
and cancerous breast tissues at microwave frequencies. 
Transmitting low-power microwave energy – in the form of 
UWB pulses – into the breast and receiving the backscattered 
field with a suitable antenna arrangement (radar-based 
approach) can be employed to create a 3-D image of the breast 
interior, making it possible to locate cancerous tissue with sub-
cm resolution. 

Currently, only a handful of research teams throughout the 
world are focusing their efforts on this topic [3], [4]. The 
parameter that distinguishes our system from other groups is its 
capability to measure in the time domain instead of the widely 
applied frequency domain systems. This method offers 1) a 
reduced acquisition time, and 2) much more cost-efficient 
equipment requirements. 

The functionality of our system has been verified in a 
number of recent publications [5], [6]. The work progress on 
this topic has undergone a bottom-up approach from a more 
simplified study towards the measurement of complex 
scenarios in order to verify and perfect the technique for future 
in-vivo screening. 

This paper represents an overview of the latest progress in 
our research, with major focus on the measurement of realistic 
breast models and improved transmission. Section II is 
concerned with the description of the breast phantoms 
constructed and measured in our research, and section III 
reports on the safety considerations that need to be met for 
employing the system for in-vivo screening. Section IV 
describes the system and measurement setup, while section V 
presents a selected overview of the most significant results 
obtained in the study. 

II. BREAST PHANTOMS 

A major part of our ongoing research is concerned with the 
fabrication of realistic breast phantoms that allow us to verify 
the detection capacity of our system prior to in-vivo clinical 
testing. The materials in these phantoms have been designed to 
closely match the dielectric properties of human breast 
tissue [7] and have been empirically constructed from a variety 
of chemical materials, as shown in Table I.  
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